The strength of WoonConnect
for municipalities and
individual homeowners

Complete action plan
Homeowners at the controls in
sustainability
Live long and happy in your own home
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The strength of WoonConnect
for municipalities and individual
homeowners
We could do so much to improve the way we live in the Netherlands. And we must make it
much more sustainable. To achieve that, maximum motivation from, and active involvement
by your residents is indispensable! However, it appears creating good, complete living
environments receives only limited attention from most individual homeowners.
WoonConnect can help you achieve your goals. In the digital world of WoonConnect, people
can work together on improving homes and buildings. Supported by the digital platform,
we are making rapid progress in making the Dutch housing stock sustainable, and we are
working together online on a better living environment for everyone.
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energy performance certificate (EPC). The WoonConnect platform can be successfully used to raise
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In your municipality too, there will have to be

support for the realisation of modifications in the

substantial renovation efforts in the coming years.

district, or for your sustainability goals. Homeowners

We help you raise support for goals in the fields of

are given access to the digital version of their home

energy and sustainability. WoonConnect lets you

and can try out all sorts of improvements. And the

digitise the housing that is eligible for renovation,

Energy Module helps your residents find and apply

so that the residents can get to work. In the digital

ways of saving energy. This gives the individual

version of their own home, they can try out solar

homeowner more say in how their own home and

panels or insulation packs, change the layout,

environment look. Without it costing you extra

replace the central heating boiler, select ways of

work.

adapting their home to suit care needs etc. They

City Deal

have immediate insight into costs, revenue and
subsidies which is often just the push people need.

management of
complete housing stock

Using the platform, you give residents a greater

The platform participates in City Deal ‘Towards a

part to play in the development of their own living

digital home environment’. As do the ministries of

environment. Residents’ involvement is increased,

The Interior and Kingdom Affairs, Economic Affairs,

their creative spirit unleashed and shared smart

Infrastructure and Environment and Housing and

solutions become distinctly possible.

Civil Service. In the framework of this City Deal,
we have developed a concrete action plan for

What is WoonConnect?

municipalities and individual homeowners. The
municipalities of Eindhoven, Apeldoorn, Oss,

WoonConnect is an online platform on which we

’s-Hertogenbosch, Roosendaal, Tilburg, Leidschen-

can include intelligent 3D models of the housing in

dam, Rotterdam and The Hague have already

your municipality. You can link all sorts of functio-

successfully started on this project plan.

nalities to the housing, from social surveys to an
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The strength of WoonConnect for your municipality

digital mapping

innovative collaboration

stimulate, activate and involve residents

The exact living environment and wishes of

You will be promoting innovative collaboration.

One important precondition needed to achieve

shown how much money they can save. And they

your inhabitants are digitally mapped with Woon-

Industry and consumer, municipality and inhabi-

several of your municipality’s goals, is to get the

can indeed save money, even without radical

Connect. This allows you to raise the quality and

tant, neighbours with care needs and those

individual homeowner on board. After all, you need

measures. For example, residents can enter their

quantity of your communication with residents and

offering care ... they all find each other on this

their commitment. In addition to construction

family’s ‘home behaviour’. This gives them insight

save money at the same time. You also gain

platform and collaborate on large and small

measures, WoonConnect assists in achieving the

into the effect their behaviour has on the energy

insights for policy development and a platform

projects.

necessary behavioural changes in residents. If

bill. Residents are motivated to take an active part

on which all this will be worked out. Using Woon-

homeowners are not motivated to improve the

in achieving a good living environment.

Connect, you can further stimulate certain deve-

environment, they may well be persuaded by being

lopments by way of fast permits, drawing attention
to subsidy possibilities or helping to organise
interesting financial constructions. Through
WoonConnect, we can give an extra impulse to
matters such as installing green roofs, collective
cost-saving schemes and the use of alternative
energy sources.

Woonkamer
achtergevel

Residents can see immediately
how a home improvement and
what it would cost.

Uitbreiding
2400 mm

Kozijn achtergevel
Schuifpui

Garage
geïsoleerd

Glaspui
met deur

Open verbinding
met woonkamer

You can consult a housing map
library at various scale levels.
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The strength of WoonConnect for your municipality

consult residents

social resilience

energy label based on
correct information

social cohesion

Using the survey tool, you can gain insight into the

WoonConnect enables the citizen of today to make

living environments of your municipality’s residents.

their own decisions. And WoonConnect enables the

Residents themselves can easily enter the current

about much more than just building sustainable

It acts as a gauge, giving information at any time

government to facilitate the citizen in their options.

condition of their home in the interactive 3D model.

homes. Sports amenities, meeting places and green

about any complaints that residents might have

Residents get clear insights into the options

Based on the most recent information, WoonCon-

areas, in short facilitation of social cohesion and

about their living environment. This allows you to

available to them and their decisions are made

nect calculates the home’s energy label. The Woon-

residents’ quality of living in a district have become

make plans that not only fit into your policy goals,

more achievable. All this can be made even simpler

Connect software is certified.

increasingly important. WoonConnect allows you to

but that are also in line with the needs of your

by shortening procedures and permit processes, or

tackle your housing stock and the living environ-

municipality’s residents. You can monitor results at

by going through these procedures before options

ment in your municipality with a holistic approach.

both district and city levels. In time, you can see

are made available through WoonConnect.

For years now, renovation of housing areas has been

how many people adapt their living behaviour, for
example.

You make problems and
their causes comprehensible,
so that you can take suitable
measures.

Create support for large-scale
renovation and sustainability
projects by actively involving the
tenants in them.
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The strength of WoonConnect for the individual homeowner

stimulate eonomy
and employment

contribute to a positive image
for your municipality

the homeowner
is in control

building digitally
on an own home

Using WoonConnect engenders a combined

The rollout of WoonConnect can be independently

The WoonConnect project plan aims to facilitate

Homeowners are given access, through the Inter-

demand from households in your municipality.

used as a marketing tool for the improvement of

your municipality’s residents in, and offer them

net, to an interactive 3D model of their own home.

This leads to turnover for contractors and improved

your municipality’s reputation as a good place to

insights into, the options they have of themselves

They can view their home from inside and outside,

employment in your region.

live. The municipality is investing in an innovative

improving the quality of their living environment in

and also see the street and the district in 3D.

system which allows residents to make their own

their own homes, streets and districts. They can

Moreover, they can make virtual renovations

decisions. By deploying WoonConnect, you demon-

then themselves put into motion in a low-thres-

themselves. Individuals choose an extension,

strate that you, as an administration, are interested

hold way, the actual implementation of the impro-

conservatory or dormer window and can see the

in hearing what your residents have to say.

vements they want to make. An online platform

result immediately in 3D, including the costs. With

Residents feel they are listened to, and appreciated,

enables individuals to select improvements in a 3D

their permission, the wishes of the residents of a

and they become more involved in their environ-

model of their homes, and assess them based on

street or district can be digitally collected and sent

ment. This will only further improve your

comfort, safety, energy, aesthetics, practicality,

to a contractor.

municipality’s reputation as a good place to live.

costs and returns.

Residents can include their home.
Any flaws will be noted, and their
gravity estimated.

Information about home, street and district
can be combine with existing geoinformation.
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The strength of WoonConnect for the individual homeowner

significant savings
on consulting costs

compile a digital home file
Residents can also use WoonConnect as a digital

automatic advice function

clear options

In WoonConnect, residents can themselves put

WoonConnect automatically selects which measures

home file, in which they can retrieve not only the 3D

Significant savings can be made on their consul-

together packages of measures, but there is also a

apply to the resident’s home. The options will be

model and drawings, but where they can also store

ting, calculation and architect’s costs. This allows

function that automatically selects the most

expanded in the future to include home interior,

information such as purchase contract, guarantees

residents to consider their options in their own

effective combination of measures for an individual

garden options, security solutions and more.

and user instructions.

time, without committing themselves to anything

resident and home, based on available budget. This

or having to go to appointments.

advice also takes into account any subsidy and
financing possibilities.

improve comfort

rase energy awareness

Double glazing, roof insulation, a new boiler: what

Residents can submit their own energy profile.

are the returns? WoonConnect calculates all this for

Based on that profile, tips on how they can save

your municipality’s residents. For example, they

energy by adjusting their behaviour or buying more

can see how their home’s energy label can easily go

energy-efficient appliances will be generated

from Label C to Label A with just a few adjust-

automatically.

Family composition
and energy use.

ments.
A made-to-measure
energy advice.
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home always to hand

The strength of WoonConnect for the individual homeowner

lifetime residence

cost savings with woonconnect

Residents can log into their own digital home

Living needs change, affected by changing family

anytime and anywhere. If they see a nice couch or

composition, care needs or other circumstances.

Fakton, an independent consulting organisation

Smarter demolition

cabinet and they want to know if it would be

Residents of your municipality want to continue

that works for the government, calculated the

Advantages according to Fakton: insight into

suitable for their home, they just log in and check

living independently in their own homes for as long

impact of WoonConnect for municipalities and

construction of homes/insight into possible

the ground plan and measurements of the living

as possible. WoonConnect can be fitted with option

individual homeowner. This study shows that

recycling of materials and building elements/

room.

that allow residents to see how they can modify

significant costs can be saved on demolition,

insight into presence of harmful substances (such

their homes to suit their needs.

renovation, permits and home improvements with

as asbestos) /client communication. Savings of:

WoonConnect. Here are some examples.

- 13,58 % on demolition costs

Smarter home improvements

Smarter permits

Advantages according to Fakton: insight into

Advantages according to Fakton: insight into

tenants’ wishes/large scale/costs and advantages

tenants’ wishes/large scale/costs and advantages

immediately clear/client communication/ease of

immediately clear/client communication /ease of

working towards KPIs/ transparent process.

working towards KPIs/ transparent process.

Savings of:

Savings of:

- € 1.200,- 200 per home annually

- 31,74 % on permit costs

- 8 % on home improvements costs
More efficient sustainability
Advantages according to Fakton: insight into
condition of maintenance/large scale/bundling of
demand and supply/clear planning/comprehensible
costs/generating support from tenants/client
communication. Savings of:
- € 2.400,- per home
Residents can try out options
and immediately see the
results, and what they mean
for them.
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- 8 % on sustainability costs
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The advantages for your municipalities

Participation and motivation

Residents’ help desk

Residents themselves can get to work on their
home and/or their district.

Will be provided by WoonConnect.

Up-to-date insight into housing
You have a better insight into the housing stock.

Suppliers will be challenged. Innovation finds its
way more quickly to the individual resident.

Improved communication

Automatic assessment

Digital communication with the individual resident.

Adjustments automatically checked against
regulations.

WoonConnect,
De Twee Snoeken
and the good life

Made clear by way of useful survey tools.

Raising of energy awareness

The dynamic 3D configurator, WoonConnect, was

Policy and subsidies

Residents automatically get an insight into energy
consumption and energy-saving tips.

developed by De Twee Snoeken (the two pike), an

Support from advisors

WoonConnect, we are building towards a digital

Perfect aid for district ambassadors and energy
coaches.

world in which the built environment is described

Local economy

this digital universe to make our built living

Innovation

Residents’ wishes

Development based on up-to-date information and
fast implementation thanks to transparent, direct
communication with residents.

Complete action plan
Complete and adjustable process plan available for
implementation and rollout.

Bundling residents’ demands creates jobs.

architect’s office and a software developer. With

and displayed in detail online. We want to use
environment more sustainable and energy
efficient. In order to be able to improve all
individual homes, we have to create a mass.
WoonConnect can do that. Development from
the bottom up, facilitated and stimulated by
knowledge institutes and government: Woon-

The advantages for individual homeowners

Connect wants to convert from house to home,
from district to neighbourhood. Ultimately, every
resident should be able to open their home to the

Own home always to hand

Energy Buddy

products and services offered digitally in the field

Access to 2D and 3D drawings and other information
about the home always and anywhere.

Experiment with behaviour and appliances to see
what the costs and returns are..

of housing. To that end, we aim to combine as

Manage your own information

Subsidies

You can add your own information.

Are automatically calculated for every measure.

Take control

Exert influence

Make plans without architects or consultants.

Give your opinion, and name your wishes and
needs.

Insight into the possibilities

Help desk

Choose from a relevant supply.

Directly accessible by telephone and email.

Automatic advice
Individual advice based on available budget.

Privacy safeguarded

Apply for a quote or extra advice

Fully compliant with the guidelines laid down by
the Dutch Data Protection Authority.

Directly through WoonConnect.
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much knowledge and creativity as possible from
all the stakeholders, into a power that will
improve our quality of life and let us enjoy the
good life together.

www.woonconnect.nl

